The latter, (ii), was proved independently by Olkin [5] . Ciesielski [2] obtained results (under unnecessarily stringent hypotheses) related to (i) through change of variable, and obtained also analogous two-dimensional results. These provided part of the motivation for the present study of fe-dimensional analogues of (1.2) .
In the present paper, X( ) denotes a map from the real interval [a, β) into an interval I in fc-dimensional Euclidean space R k such that each component of X is nondecreasing. The function / is a map from 784 H. D. BRUNK R k into the reals. The property of / critical for inequality (1.2) in this context is that of having nondecreasing increments, rather than convexity; for k = 1 it coincides with convexity. Functions with nondecreasing increments are discussed briefly in § 2. In § 3, conditions (1.3) and (1.4) are shown to be necessary and sufficient for (1.2) (k ^ 1), and fc-dimensional analogues are given of (i) and (ii), above. Section 4 is devoted to the ^-dimensional analogue of a related theorem of Levin and Steckin [4] 
whenever αe /, 6 + he I, 0 g he R k ,a ^6. Even in the one-dimensional case, k = 1, this does not imply continuity. Indeed, every solution of It is of interest to note that such a function is convex along positively oriented lines, i.e., lines whose direction cosines are nonnegative, with equations of the form x = at + b where (0, , 0) ^ a e R k , b e R k . If f(x) is continuous with nondecreasing increments for b ^ x 5g a + 6, set φ(t) = f(at + 6), 0 ^ t ^ 1. In order to prove φ convex, it suffices [3, Theorem 86, page 72] 
3 A line integral inequality of Jensen's type Perhaps the most direct analogue of Jensen's inequality for / defined on an interval IaR k would involve the integral of / over I with respect to a normed measure. The inequality we treat here, however, deals with a line integral over a positively oriented curve. By the term "positively oriented curve" we understand a nondecreasing map X - (X u , /c [a, β) by \ XdG we understand the vector \ X x dG, , I X k dG), and similarly for \Gdx,\ d(XG)J. In order for this to hold and also to avoid minor difficulties in the determination of G at common points of discontinuity of X and G, we shall assume henceforth without further reference that X is nondecreasing and continuous from the right (i.e., Xi is nondecreasing and continuous from the right for i = 1, , k) and G is continuous from the left. For simplicity of notation, we write X(β) for X(β~) and G(β) for G(β~). Some further bits of notation will be required: the symbol [a, t} will refer to either of the left intervals [a, t) or [a, t); and {ί, β) to either of the right intervals [t, β) 
XdG.
Cα»,β) THEOREM 3.1. IfG(a) = 0, ί/ιe^ necessary and sufficient conditions in order that
X(t)]dG(t)^f\\ X(t)dG(t)]
for every continuous function f on I with nondecreasing increments are
and G dX ^ 0 for every left interval [α, t} c [α, β) and
The case k = 1 of Theorem 3.1 appears in [1] . We note that for k = 1 the class of continuous functions with nondecreasing increments is identical with that of continuous convex functions. Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we examine relations among the following properties of G, for given X: a, β) , and
for ί e [a, β) ,
for t e [α, /8) , a, β) .
Proof. That (3.4) implies (3.3) is obvious. Also, if G(a) 
With the first inequality in (3.3), this implies (3.5). Thus (3.3) => (3.5). Also, it is clear from (3.7) that (3.5) and (3.6) are equivalent. Finally, (3.5) and (3.6) clearly imply (3.3) , and the proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete. Lemma 3.2 will be used in the proof of the sufficiency of the conditions in Theorem 3.1.
LEMMA 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, and conditions
Proof. We observe first that X(a) ^ f ^ X(/S). This follows from the inequalities
Since X is nondecreasing, there is, for i = 1, 2, , fc, a unique smallest real number r< such that Xi(τ,~) ^ & ^ X»(^ί"). Suppose r x ^ τ 2 • ^ τ k ; the proof is similar for other orderings. We have 
Ff[X(t)] d[X(t) -f]+ β ) i2
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.1; necessity. Equation (3.2) follows from (3.1) with / = 1 and / ΞΞ -1. For 1 ^ i ^ k, and a ^ t < β, set /(a?) = f (x l9 ,
, fc , j verifying the first part of (3.6). The verification of the second part is similar. With Lemma 3.1, this completes the proof of the necessity of (3.2) and (3.3).
Then by (3.5) we have Q(^) ^ [X^) -* §]+ for α ^ t < /3. Since / can be approximated uniformly in / by polynomials with nondecreasing increments, there is no loss in generality in assuming that the partial derivatives /<(&), i = 1, 2, , k, exist and are nondecreasing in each argument. We then have,
,β) hc*>β~))
= F[X(β)] -\ Ff[X(t)] dQ(t) f[X(β)] ~ \ Ff[X(t)]-d[X(t) -ξ] + ^ f(ξ)
ΐy Lemma 3.2. This completes the proof of the theorem. In each of the following corollaries, Corollary 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, it is assumed that X is a nondecreasing map, continuous from the right, from [a, β) into a fc-dimensional interval / containing the origin 0 = (0, •••, 0); that / is a continuous function from I into the reals, which has nondecreasing increments; that G is a real-valued function of bounded variation on [a, β), continuous from the left, and that G(β) = 1.
, and if (3.3) holds, then
JΓα.β) LJ[«,/3) J
The case k = 1 of this corollary appears in [1] . ,β) and (3.1) follows.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, (iii) implies (3.3) so that under hypotheses (i) and (iii), (3.1) is immediate from Theorem 3.1. If (ii) and (iii) hold, choose a* < a, set X*(a*) = 0, X*(t) = X(t) for a ^ t < β, and let X* be linear for α* ^ ί ^ α. Set G*(a*) = 0, G*(t) = G{a) for α* ί ^ α, G*(ί) = G(t) for α ^ t < β. Then G*(/3) = 1, G*(a*) = 0, and 0 ^ G* ^ 1. From Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 it follows that
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